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Dr. Sri K. Parvathi Kumar é o Presidente da "World Teacher Trust" e Fundador do 
"Boletim Informativo Vaisakh". 

Os Ensinamentos apresentados em nome dos Mestres são ideias-sementes expressas 
por eles. Dr. Sri K. Parvathi Kumar elabora e explica os ensinamentos para que sejam 
facilmente compreendidos pelos membros dos grupos. 

O Boletim Informativo Vaisakh é publicado: 
em português: brazil@worldteachertrust.org; 
em inglês e francês: info@worldteachertrust.org; 
em alemão: wtt@kulapati.de; 
em espanhol: (WTT Argentina): wtt@wttargentina.org, (WTT Espanha): 
wtt.spain@gmail.com 
 
 
Contato: 
World Teacher Trust - Brasil 
Boletim Informativo Vaisakh Brasil 
E-mail: brasil@worldteachertrust.org Site: www.worldteachertrust.org 
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INVOCAÇÃO 
 

Que a luz em mim seja a luz diante de mim. 

Que possa aprender a vê-la em tudo. 

Que o som que emito revele a luz em mim. 

Que possa ouvi-lo quando outros falarem. 

 

Que o silêncio dentro de mim e ao meu redor seja revelado. 

O silêncio que rompemos a cada instante. 

Que ele ocupe a escuridão do barulho que criamos, 

Transformando o barulho na luz da nossa Origem. 

 

Que a virtude seja a força da minha inteligência. 

Que a realização seja meu objetivo. 

Que meu propósito se ajuste ao propósito de nossa terra. 

Que meu plano seja a personificação do Plano Divino. 

 

Que possamos falar o silêncio sem rompê-lo. 

Que possamos viver na consciência da nossa Origem. 

Que possamos interagir com a luz com alegria. 

Que possamos ser dignos de encontrar um lugar  

no Reino Eterno OM. 

 

Mestre EK 
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ORAÇÃO DO ANO 2021/22 
 

Tabelas alteram-se. Esquemas de tempo enquadrados. Ajustes planetários.  

Níveis definidos fixados. Conjuntos de dados determinados.  

Ângulos corretos estabelecidos. Ângulos incorretos corrigidos.  

Contas retificadas. 

Meditações Ocultas 86 

 

 

 
 

Lua Cheia de Câncer, 24 de junho de 2021, 20:39 h CEST (UTC + 2) 
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Cancer, the fourth sign of the zodiac, is the sign of the World Mother and the 

waters of the womb that initially nurture humanity. The sign of Cancer has a very 

deep and abiding connection with the human race. Cancer is humanity’s “gate into 

matter”- the doorway through which humans appear on Earth. Thus, Cancer rules 

mass consciousness. Cancer people (those with Sun, Moon or Ascendant in Cancer in 

their natal charts) intuitively understand the basic needs, hopes, wishes and 

motivations of the common people. Cancer, being ruled by the silvery moon which 

is reflective of the Sun, makes the people ruled by this moon sign deeply sensitive. 

Homeopathic silver (Argentum nitricum) is a remedy that calms the tensions within 

the solar plexus. 

Cancer is the time of the summer solstice, when the Sun is at the Tropic of Cancer, 

providing maximum light for the northern latitudes. The full moon of Cancer, when 

the sun light is greatest, is dedicated to the Teachers of Wisdom celebrated as 

Guru Poornima. The moon reflects the sun and in the same way, the student is to 

“reflect” the wisdom of the Teacher just as the Teachers themselves reflect the 

higher cosmic principle.  

Cancer rules multiple aspects such as home, the parent who is the mother, family, 

gestation, childbirth, women in general, inherited tendencies, domestic life, cooks, 

chefs, kitchens, nourishing foods, nurturing, baskets (there is an ancient story that 

humanity came over to the earth in baskets), the sea, the demarcating line 

between the waters and the land, moods of people and their moody feelings and all 

places of refuge and repose.  

Cancer receives and distributes Ray 3 (intelligent new ideas leading to right action) 

and Ray 7 (taking root, anchoring into the world, new concepts and rhythms, into 

the great sea of life).  

Cancer is the “Light within the form, awaiting the Light of the Soul.” The keynote 

of Cancer, the most beautiful of keynotes of the Soul to the personality is, “I build 

a lighted house to dwell therein.” The light of the Soul offering to direct the 

personality.  

Like the creatures of Cancer such as a crab, Cancer people live half on earth and 

half in the water. Often Cancer hides away under its shell, like a crab, silently 

waiting for the environment to be safe and trusting. Cancer rules our treasures, our 

private life, conception, heredity and one’s feeling of security. 

Cancer always seeks home as refuge, a safe retreat.  
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Cancer has unrealized gifts buried deep within waiting for the right time to reveal 

them. Cancer’s gifts of nourishment are profound, deep and mysterious, like the 

Egyptian scarab which is a symbol of Cancer.  

The United States of America has Sun, Mercury, Venus and Jupiter in Cancer (July 

4, 1776). Cancer is also the ruler of the two capitals of the United States – 

Washington DC and New York. People from all over the world have made the United 

States, their home. The spiritual task of the United States is to “stand in light and 

lead humanity within and towards the Light".  
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MENSAGEM DO MESTRE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Male-Female Deity 

 
Remember the male-female deity that springs from the Absolute. The female 

develops, in association with the male, an ‘eight-fold web’ that enables the beings 

to experience and evolve. The female is ever associated with the male, with or 

without the web. The beings are products of the male-female who eventually 

disassociate with the male and get imprisoned in the web of the female. When 

knowledge is gained, the importance of associating with the male and also the 

comprehension of the female are regained. When such knowledge is gained, there 

is no longer an imprisonment in any detail of the web.  

The male-female, also known as Siva-Sakti in ancient texts, detail into a vertical 

represented by 1 and 2.  

1 

 

 

2 

2 stands for Sakti and 1 stand for Siva. Sakti descends from Shiva and also ascends 

to Shiva by permeating throughout the vertical. The two are always together. Shiva 

is constant, while Sakti, is in variable potencies. Kundalini is the other name for 

Sakti since it raises through the five elements and the three qualities as it reaches 

Shiva. Parvathi did so! She is the first yogini and showed the way. Masters of 

Wisdom did so and showed the way to disciples. Aspirants also should do so through 

practices of discipleship. As Sakti raises from the base centre, one’s comprehension 

increases, and in manifold ways, abilities also improve. 

Each plane, from matter to Shiva, unfolds in multiples of 10. It is necessary that 

one gets into the four latter steps of yoga in order to ascend to higher planes. Yoga 

propounds vertical movement with corresponding horizontal utility. Just being 

horizontal in the name of occultism is a loop hole into which many fall.  

May it not happen with us! Let the growth be as much vertical and not just a 
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horizontal.  

May the symbols, colours, sounds, numbers, seasons, months as also the 

constellations, besides the planetary deities aid us to lift up our awareness to the 

states beyond physical. 
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SENHOR MAITREYA 
COMUNIDADE MAITREYA 

Test of Consciousness 

 

Sound is the basis of creation. Learn to relate to silence before one can relate to 

sound. This inner voice of silence can be attuned to only when one stops making 

the noise outside. 

Gatherings are made in the name of teaching. Driven by the innate zeal and the 

tiny spark of light inside, you tread the day of duties and make the way for the 

evening, only to make it more or less a social gathering. Be mindful of purpose of 

the hour, exclude any non-essential activity and gossip. The dim light of the mind 

wavers imperceptibly and the striving is put off, after all the effort, before it is 

realized. Such could be the cumulative impact of the setting.  

It is not about the frequency of those hours, but of its quality that is to be upheld. 

Remain seated several minutes in silence, and those otherwise may find their own 

way in silence. Step up, be responsible with the deep intent held consciously. May 

it be natural and not an imposed one. The grumpy monitors trying to restore order 

may only add further to the disturbance. May the natural order prevail. 

We wish to see you persist with resolve, one-pointed and absorbed for a while, 

uprooted from the mundane. Is that difficult? Well, see it as a test of 

consciousness. Bear it in mind at every instance of the inner work, as a 

prerequisite. Each such hour is an opportunity. May you resonate with the voice of 

silence. 
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MESTRE MORYA 
MARUVU MAHARSHI 

Agni Yoga permeates the Whole of Life 

 

Agni Yoga is like the Morning Star, which heralds the approach of Light. 

Just as Fire is the all-embracing principle, so does Agni Yoga permeate the whole 

of life. One can notice how one's consciousness is gradually sharpened, how the 

real values of one's surroundings become clear. 

It is essential not to mislead newcomers into thinking that the Teaching of Agni 

Yoga is easy. Truly, it is not easy, for there is much tension and danger in it. No 

one should be seduced by the idea of honeyed ease. Gaining mastery of the fires is 

a slow process. Premature and hasty steps threaten the striving one with 

conflagration. What seemed to be a high achievement is later seen as low, when 

one is on the next step. 

How should one understand Agni Yoga? - As the perception and application in life of 

the all-embracing element of fire, which nourishes the seed of the spirit. 

How can I approach that knowledge? - Purify your thoughts, and after determining 

your three worst traits, sacrifice them to be burned away in fiery striving. Then 

choose a Teacher on Earth and, mastering the Teaching, strengthen your body with 

pranayama. 

Primarily, one must realize the existence of psychic energy. Then it is necessary to 

realize that fire is the essence of the spirit. 

Agni Yoga approaches just in time. Without it, who could say that epidemics of 

influenza should be cured by psychic energy? It is not Covid-19 or leprosy or cholera 

that must be dreaded; for them, preventive measures already exist. But one must 

ponder over the new enemies that are created by the conditions of contemporary 

life. One cannot apply old treatments to them; a new approach will be found 

through the expansion of consciousness. (Agni Yoga). 
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MESTRE KOOT HOOMI 

Devâpi Maharshi  

Shambala 38 

 
 
Recollect Sambala, bow down to the Lord Sanat Kumara, and tread the path of 

Lord Maitreya, The World Teacher. 

To awaken humanity towards the fact and the Truth of Shamballa is but a service in 

the Divine Plan.  

It is prophesied that the Aryan race either succumbs to or transcends the fire. The 

Atlantean race succumbed to waters and the Aryan race is to succumb to fire if it 

does not transcend. Sanat Kumara, the Lord of Shamballa, intends to intensify the 

Will of the Divine in humanity so that the humanity transcends instead of 

succumbing.  

Among the seven rays of the Sun, the first ray is called Sushumna (the ray of Will). 

Within humans, there is a vertical nerve in the spinal column which enables flow of 

the energy of will. When the Divine Will prevails over the will of man, man gets 

lifted up. The sunray is the means for such lift-up. Sanat Kumara is the teacher 

who stimulates Will of God in those who orient by submitting their personal will to 

the Divine Will. Gayatri Mantra has been the foremost of the means for such 

attunement of individual will with the Divine Will. “Father, thy Will be done, not 

mine” is the popular thought of the West.  

It is but necessary that aspirants orient to the Will of God through their morning 

prayer either at Ajna or at heart or at higher heart centre. Aries, Leo and Capricorn 

are the related sun signs to the three aforesaid centres. The ram of Aries, the lion 

of Leo and the unicorn of Capricorn are but symbols of the Will of God as indicated 

by astrology.  
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It is about time that man develops will to do good, aligning with the Will of God, 

either at Ajna or at heart or at higher heart centre. By this, he connects to 

Shamballa. Shamballa in turn, is in eternal connection with the Great Bear, 

Pleiades and Sirius. The indomitable Will of God aligns with the will of man when 

man orients to Shamballa on earth. Therefore, the need to relate to Shamballa is 

imminent for all the aspirants that are representatives of humanity.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Virgo Full Moon at Mt Shasta 
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VIDURA  

 

Ensinamentos de Sabedoria 

 
Devoid of light, the acts of evil 

grow beyond proportions,  

until they destroy the doer. 

 

SABEDORIA PRÁTICA 

 

May the Golden Light  

Dispel the darkness of   

Depression and  

Lift up the Earth to the  

Kingdom of Beauty! 
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SARASWATHI 
 

Indra vs. Vritra 1 

 

“Oh! Venerable Word! Whosoever realizes You as himself…”  

Vritra realized himself as THAT and that there is only THAT existing in him and in 

everything else. He was invincible. Yet there is another intelligence in the Cosmos 

called Indra, ‘the Cosmic Mind’, which protects everything through system and 

rhythm. Indra is the hero of the devas. He is the King Celestial. He is called Indra, 

because he protects THIS. He is the Protector of all THIS. In the scriptures, THIS 

means, Creation and THAT means, that which is the basis of Creation. So, there is 

THAT and THIS. Indra is very powerful, but Vritra is claimed to be more powerful.  

Indra once wanted to fight with Vritra. Every time he fights, he loses and Vritra 
wins. Indra could not understand this. He contemplates upon THAT and with the 
power of this contemplation he goes back to fight with Vritra. He fights and loses 
again. Indra was surprised and thought: “I had the presence of the Absolute, how is 
it that I fail?” He again contemplates, gains the presence of THAT and comes out of 
THAT to fight. Again he fails! He contemplates for the third time, gains the 
presence of THAT and asks: “If I fight with Vritra, will I win?” THAT answers: “Yes, 
if you are in MY presence”. But then, as he goes to fight with Vritra, he fails again. 
Vritra smiles at Indra. Indra asks: “Why are you smiling?” Vritra says: “You didn’t 
get the key. You cannot win. If you have realized THAT, you should see THAT as me 
also, but you are seeing Vritra instead. As long as you see me different from THAT, 
you cannot win. This is the power of habit, which I have over you. As long as you 
feel I Am, you are stepping down into individual consciousness. You may, but you 
must be aware of THAT. If you keep the awareness of THAT, you will see THAT in 
everything surrounding you. If you see THAT in me, I yield, because I am working 
for THAT. But if you do not see THAT in me, you lose”. 
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SANAT KUMARA 

 

Being and Becoming 2 

 
Being is eternal. Becoming is temporary. Being is the natural state. Becoming is a 

transformation for a purpose. One cannot be his transformation. He should remain 

original at all times and handle the transformed state. Being is immutable. 

Personalities are mutable. The immutability cannot be known when one is sunk in 

the mutable. During the day, as I said earlier, we play so many roles. For each role 

we become a different personality; we become a spouse, a parent, a co-born, a 

friend, a worker, a traveller, a speaker, an eater and so on. But in all these the 

being is constant. The being is one continuous principle. The becomings commence 

and conclude. To live in those things that commence and conclude is to live in the 

cycles of birth and death. Birth is a commencement. Death is the conclusion. But 

the being is before birth and after death and is during the entire incarnation. The 

being at all times is. It existed before it incarnated. It exists during incarnation. 

And it exists after death. It exists at all times, regardless birth and death. But a 

personality takes birth and dies, with every birth. A soul has different personalities 

in different incarnations. It may have a male personality or a female personality. It 

may have an Asian personality or a European, an American, Australian or African 

personality. These varieties of personalities are varieties of vestures, just like 

pants, shirts, sarees or panjabies. Identifying oneself with the envelope is 

ignorance. Identifying with the indweller is knowledge. For this reason, Sanat 

Kumara reminds that each one of us is a soul and we therefore have to function as 

a soul, a being, a person, a Purusha. It would enable us to realise the brotherhood 

of souls. 
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Imagem para o mês de Câncer 
Câncer - The Golden Bowl and the Silver Bowl 
 
At the beginning of summer solstice there is the descent of the souls into the 

bodies as an annual drama. The birth of the souls into matter happens through 

Cancer. On the opposite side, the liberation of the souls from matter occurs 

through Capricorn. That is why the arc from Capricorn to Cancer is called the 

Divine Arch; and from Cancer to Capricorn, it is the Royal Arch. From Cancer to 

Capricorn, it is called the Silver Bowl, and from Capricorn to Cancer it is called the 

Golden Bowl. This is the soli-lunar bowl of a solar year. 

Dr K. Parvathi Kumar: Gemini Full Moon 1999 
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GRANDE INVOCAÇÃO 
 

Que possamos formar o Círculo 

da Boa Vontade. 

OMNIA VINCIT AMOR. 

(O AMOR VENCE TUDO). 

Que o Amor, que vem do Sul, 

seja puro. 

Que a Sabedoria, que vem do Oeste, 

seja verdadeira. 

Que a Vontade, que vem do Leste, 

seja nobre. 

Que o Silêncio, que vem do Norte, 

seja dourado. 

Que a Luz possa trazer beleza 

para nossas vidas. 

Ó Hierofante de nosso Rito, 

Que seu amor possa brilhar. 

OMNIA VINCIT AMOR. 

Que possamos formar o Círculo de 

Servidores do Mundo. 

 

Inclinamo-nos em homenagem e adoração 

À Gloriosa e Poderosa Hierarquia, 

O Governo Interno do Mundo, 

E à sua Joia extraordinária, 

A Estrela do Mar, 

A Mãe do Mundo. 

 

Do ponto de Luz na mente de Deus 

Que flua luz às mentes dos homens. 

Que a Luz desça à Terra. 
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Do ponto de Amor no coração de Deus 

Que flua amor aos corações dos homens. 

Que Cristo retorne à Terra. 

 

Do centro onde a Vontade de Deus é conhecida 

Que o propósito guie as pequenas vontades dos homens. 

O propósito que os Mestres conhecem e servem. 

 

Do centro a que chamamos a raça dos homens 

Que se realize o plano de Amor e de Luz 

E feche a porta onde se encontra o mal. 

 

Do Avatar de Síntese 

Que está presente 

Que desça Sua energia sobre todos os reinos. 

Que Ele eleve a Terra aos Reis da Beleza. 

 

Os filhos dos homens são um, e eu sou um com eles. 

Busco amar, não odiar. 

Busco servir, não exigir ser servido. 

 Busco curar, não ferir.  

 

Que a dor possa trazer a recompensa justa 

de luz e de amor. 

Que a Alma possa controlar a forma externa, 

e a vida e todos os seus acontecimentos, 

E revelar o amor que está por trás de tudo o que 

acontece no tempo. 

 

Que a visão e a intuição possam se manifestar. 

Que o futuro possa ser revelado. 

Que a união interior possa se manifestar, e que 

as divisões externas desapareçam. 

Que o amor possa prevalecer. 

Que todos os homens possam amar. 

 

Mestre DK
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Que possamos permanecer na Luz e 
Cumprir nossos deveres e obrigações 

Para que a Vida no entorno seja iluminada. 
 
 

Que possamos mergulhar no Amor e 
Compartilhar esse amor e compaixão 

Com nossos semelhantes, para sermos plenificados. 
 
 

Que possamos entrar em sintonia com a Vontade e 
Assim, despertar nossas Vontades para vislumbrar 

O Plano e realizar o trabalho da Boa Vontade. 
 
 

Que a luz, o Amor e a Vontade 
Sintetizem nossas vidas na Vida Una. 


